


Whole Class Feedback
Whole School Trial



Mathematics of marking

● 120 books

● 5 minutes per book

● 4 times per cycle

● 2400 minutes, or 40 hours, marking per cycle - 3.5 hours per week

● Fatigue sets in at the critical time - when considering the actions to 
take based upon marking 



There is another way...

● 120 books

● 1.5 minutes per book

● 4 times per cycle

● 720 minutes, or 12 hours, marking per cycle - 1 hour per week

● Gives more time for the crucial element of planning teaching based 
upon the evidence from marking



Marking and feedback 
are not the same thing



The importance of feedback (Hattie)

Providing formative evaluation: 0.9
Feedback effect size: 0.73

Metacognition effect size: 0.69



As part of the 
‘Three Strands’ 

INSET sessions, a 
group of teachers 

have been trialling a 
different approach 

to feedback.

We have explored 
the evidence 

around whole class 
feedback, reviewed 
the experiences of 

other schools 
trialling similar 

approaches, and 
each tested the new 
approach with one 

of our classes.

What follows is a 
summary of the 

work we have done.



‘Whole Class Feedback’ step-by-step

1. Collect in a class set of books according to the marking cycle

2. Get a blank ‘Whole Class Feedback’ sheet ready (electronic or not)

3. Read through each book, making notes as to what you are finding on 
the sheet - no need to write anything in pupil books

4. Devise a set of feedback tasks and add these to the bottom of the sheet

5. Print the feedback sheet off for each pupil (on green paper)

6. Plan a feedback task/lesson, giving pupils the time and means by 
which to act upon your feedback



Class Teacher Dates marked from and to (Cycle reference)

Excellent work for celebration Common SPaG and numeracy mistakes/misconceptions

Did you make any of these frequent mistakes or misconceptions? Which of these topics, skills, or content do you need to review?

Follow-up tasks - your teacher will guide you where to begin

1.



Class Teacher Dates marked from and to (Cycle reference)

The code for your class Pretty clear?! Specific dates important so that pupils know the period they are looking at

Excellent work for celebration Common SPaG and numeracy mistakes/misconceptions

Use this area to celebrate excellent work from your class

This can be in relation to specific tasks, or general

Highlight things such as excellent presentation, or marked improvement

Use your knowledge of your class to decide whether naming pupils will 
work well or not 

List the correct versions so that pupils can look for erroneous examples in their 
books

Highlight grammatical errors too

Ensure that you explain anything which might be misinterpreted or is unclear

Did you make any of these frequent mistakes or misconceptions? Which of these topics, skills, or content do you need to review?

This the place to record specific errors and misconceptions which arose 
frequently

Specific issues in this box will require re-teaching if a significant number of 
the class have made the same mistakes

Here you record general issues which may have arisen frequently, such as if a 
task on a specific date was not completed by many pupils

You may also record here is a technique or topic you have taught, and that you 
are confident pupils understand, was not used appropriately of referred to when 
required

Follow-up tasks - your teacher will guide you where to begin

1. A clear list of tasks to complete here is essential
2. They will largely be based upon the feedback you have listed above and then explained in the feedback lesson
3. Tasks should be clear enough that pupils do not need your direction to work through the list
4. Some pupils may be able to miss the first task or two and start further down the list
5. It is worthwhile including an extension task at the end which challenges those who have completed all the feedback tasks required



Class Teacher Dates marked from and to (Cycle reference)

10GG2 Mr Essery 10/2/18 - 9/3/18 (Spring Cycle 3)

Excellent work for celebration Common SPaG and numeracy mistakes/misconceptions

SH - revision notes (on the wrong topic!)

LSW, OT - answer to Q10

RW - exceptional revision notes, answers to 9-mark Qs

JS, NB, EDV, JD - answer to Q11 

less/fewer - use ‘less’ when the amount is not defined in units (eg. “the glass had 
less water in it”) and use fewer when you are talking about a specific number 
(eg. “there were fewer than 200 jobs in the sector”)

receive 

Did you make any of these frequent mistakes or misconceptions? Which of these topics, skills, or content do you need to review?

‘no of jobs’ means ‘number of jobs’ - some people thought it meant ‘no 
jobs’

Explain the graph, don’t just describe it

Use statistics from the graph to illustrate your points

Explore the negative aspects of the regeneration of the lower Lea Valley

Writing a conclusion to an evaluation question

Complete the 9-mark question on effectiveness of an urban regeneration project 
(hands planning sheet)

Use SEE to explore impact of human geography - social, economic, 
environmental

Ensure that if you make a point about an advantage or disadvantage you follow 
up with analysis answering the question ‘so what?’

Follow-up tasks - your teacher will guide you where to begin

1. Review the guidance above and make purple pen corrections/improvements to your assessment
2. Tally up your multiple choice score and your written answers score to give a total out of 25 - share this total with Mr Essery
3. Review your book to complete any further purple pen corrections/completion of work
4. Begin considering the opportunities and risks of our visit to the Olympic Park on 21st March



The importance of the ‘feedback lesson’

● Some of the time saved in marking books must be invested in 
planning the follow-up feedback lesson

● There is no point giving any sort of feedback to pupils unless they 
have an opportunity to act upon it

● Fortunately, with Purple Pen Time, pupils are already in the routine 
of improving upon the work they have previously completed

● Planning purposeful tasks based on what you have learnt from your 
review of their books is the lynchpin of this new approach 
succeeding in its aim of promoting progress and improved 
understanding amongst all pupils



Top Tips from the working party

● CWR - ‘rough’ and ‘final’ feedback sheets

● CDA - support and stretch for specific pupils

● LHE - watch for a drop in standard of presentation



The next stage: whole-school trial
● Books should be marked up to the end of 

the Spring cycle according to our existing 
marking policy

● For the first Summer marking cycle we 
will trial ‘whole class feedback’ for all 
classes in Years 7 to 10

● No marking expected in books for this 
period

● By 4th May each class should have one 
feedback sheet and should have 
completed a feedback lesson



Questions?


